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1. SUMMARY 
 
These lecture notes highlight some of the recent applications of multi-objective and 
multidisciplinary design optimisation in aeronautical design using the framework and 
methodology described in References 8, 23, 24 and in Part 1 and 2 of the notes.  A summary of 
the methodology is described and the treatment of uncertainties in flight conditions parameters by 
the HAPEAs software and game strategies is introduced. Several test cases dealing with detailed 
design and computed with the software are presented and results discussed in section 4 of these 
notes. 
Nomenclature 
Δxf =flap horizontal displacement t/c = thickness-to-chord ratio 
Δxs =slat horizontal displacement LE =leading edge sweep 
Δyf =flap vertical displacement AR = aspect ratio  
Δys =slat vertical displacement R-B = inboard sweep angle 
θf  =flap rotation B-T = outboard sweep angle 
θf  =slat rotation R-B = inboard taper ratio 
Cp = pressure coefficient  B-T = outboard taper ratio 
M = free stream Mach number R-B = inboard dihedral angle 
Re = Reynolds number B-T = outboard dihedral angle  
b = span length BPInboard = inboard break point 
cr = wing chord BPOutboard = outboard break point 
cl = lift coefficient (2D)  = angle of attack 
cd = drag coefficient (2D) L/D = lift to drag ratio 
cm = pitching moment coefficient   
 
2. INTRODUCTION 
Over recent years, Unmanned Air Vehicles or UAVs have become a powerful tool for 
reconnaissance and surveillance tasks. These vehicles are now available in a broad size and 
capability range and are intended to fly in regions where the presence of onboard human pilots is 
either too risky or unnecessary. The current technology developments, the availability of compact, 
lightweight, inexpensive motion detecting sensors and Differential Global Positioning Systems 
(DGPS) and compact lightweight low-cost computing power for autonomous flight control allow 
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the development of fully autonomous operational systems. Nonetheless similar to the manned 
counterpart challenges in optimisation process and the integration of multiple disciplines whilst 
accounting for the trade-offs between the different objectives involved are still present, therefore 
robust and appropriate optimisation techniques are required. There are difficulties in these new 
concepts because of the compromising nature of the missions to be performed, like high-- or 
medium--altitude surveillance, combat environments (UCAV), eco-green environmental problems 
among others.  Particular care must be taken in aerodynamic optimisation due to the often long 
endurance and high speed dash requirement; even a small improvement in drag can represent large 
weight savings over and entire mission. 
 The common approach in optimisation is the use of traditional gradient bases techniques. 
These techniques are effective when applied to specific problems and within a specified range and 
efficient in finding optimal local solutions if the objective and constraints are differentiable.  The 
benefit of population based techniques such as EAs [3, 4, 6, 11, 14 and 15] is now being realized 
as some complex problems might require its use.  EAs have been successfully applied to different 
aeronautical problems [7-9, 17-21] 
As described in the previous notes on theoretical and numerical aspects of evolutionary 
computation, EAs are well suited  for cases problems where the search space can be multi-modal, 
non-convex or discontinuous, with multiple local minima and noise, problems where we look for 
multiple solutions simultaneously, a Nash equilibrium point or a set of non-dominated solutions. 
The design and its associated search space in UAVs design are complex and might fall in one or 
several of these categories.  
In this direction we developed a framework for the design and optimisation of aeronautical 
systems and which is applicable to UAV systems design. This framework uses a multi-objective 
parallel evolutionary technique, and several modules for parallel computing, pre- and post-
processing. It can be used for conceptual or detailed studies using combination of fidelity models 
in search for the optimal or non-dominated solutions. The method couples the Hierarchical 
Asynchronous Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms (HAPEA) with several aerodynamic analysis 
tools. The algorithm is based on Evolution Strategies and incorporates with the concepts of 
Covariance Matrix Adaptation (CMA) [10], a hierarchical topology [21], parallel evolutionary 
algorithms [2,22], asynchronous evaluation [23] and a Pareto tournament selection that is 
applicable to single or multi-objective problems [7-9,22-25]. The hierarchical topology can 
provide different models including precise, intermediate and approximate models. In the different 
layers of the topology each node can be handled by a different EAs code.  
In this lecture we focus on the application of the framework for conceptual and detailed 
studies related to UAV system design (figure 1) which show the applicability of the evolutionary 
method combined with game strategies. The lecture is based on Reference 34. 
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Figure 1: UAV/UCAV MDO. 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
In the following sections we will apply a design optimisation methodology can be summarised 
as follows. 
 
1) Problem Formulation 
2) Definition of the EA Strategy: A Simple EA Single/Multi-objective EA, Parallel EA 
3) Definition and Encoding of Design Variables 
4) Definition of Constraints 
5) Definition of Fitness Function  
6) Definition of Analysis Tools-Software 
7) Implementation –Design and Optimisation Rationale and Evaluation with EA Method 
8) Optimisation Results –Pareto Fronts, Evolution Progress 
9) Post-Processing of Final Solutions –Cp Distribution /Aero, Structural Performance. 
 
Items 1) to 9) of the framework have been described in detail in Part 2 of these notes and 
associated tools are activated by the designer for solving the detailed design test cases considered 
below. 
 
4. DETAILED DESIGN 
 
In this section we describe the implementation and results for detailed UAV systems design. In 
detailed design, some basic concepts are refined and more sophisticated software and design tools 
for CFD and FEA are used. The level of complexity of the problem arises and therefore more 
detailed pre-and post-processing tools are used.  
 
4.1 Test Case I: Two Dimensional Two Objective Aircraft High Lift System Design and 
Optimisation 
 
The study of high-lift systems is of special interest in aeronautics. High-lift systems consist of 
a combination of leading and trailing edge devices. The use of leading edge devices (slats) 
increases the maximum lift of an aerofoil by delaying its stall angle and the trailing edge devices 
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(flaps) are usually designed to produce a lift increment while maintaining a desired high-lift/drag 
ratio. As expected, the lift coefficient of such a high lift system is a combination of the lift 
coefficient produced by the interaction of the elements. These types of high lift devices can be 
used in UAVs operating in remote areas or for disaster relief operations where short take off and 
landing might be required. The relative position of each aerofoil determines the quality of flow 
around each element. The accurate computations around these systems are challenging, because 
the computation of steady viscous flow, maximum lift and pitching moment is complex, 
especially when there is flow separation. This is a combinatorial problem where the variation in 
the fitness function is not convex and highly non-linear, as the separation point on different 
configurations can change from one position to another because of the wake/boundary interaction. 
In this section we study the coupling of the evolutionary algorithm with an Euler solver for 
aerodynamics shape design.  
 
Problem Formulation: 
The problem consists of two objectives minimizing of the difference between computed 
surface pressure distributions of a three element high lift aircraft system (deployed slat-main-flap 
airfoils during landing or take off) operating in two different configurations (target 1 and target 2) 
as illustrated in Figure 2 and 3. The hight lift aircraft system is operating at M = 0.2 and angle of 
attack 17 degrees. The multi-element high-lift aerofoil configuration used in this test case is 
defined as the RA16 2D aerofoil. This test case was selected for the following reasons: 
The multiple-element aerofoil is a practical configuration of current interest for the design of 
civil aircraft and business jets. The viscous flow around the aerofoil is complicated by features 
such as flow separation and the interaction of the wake with the boundary layer.   
 
Definition of the EA Strategy: A Simple EA Single/Multi-objective EA, Parallel EA. 
 The complexity, non-linearity and multi-objective characteristics of this problem make it 
suitable to be solved by an EA optimiser. The computational cost of a Navier-Stokes or Euler flow 
solution around one of these geometries involves high computational expense therefore it is also 
desirable to use parallel computations and a multi-fidelity approach. In this case we use a multi-
objective parallel EA (MOPEA) and select the HAPEA approach which has all these capabilities. 
 
 
Figure 2: Target high lift aircraft system configuration. 
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Figure 3: Target pressure distributions. 
Design and Encoding of Design Variables 
The design variables in this case are indicated in figure 4; these are the position (Δx, Δy) and 
rotation (θ) of the slat and flap. The upper and lower bounds of positions and rotations are (Δx, Δy 
±0.03 and θ ± 5 deg) respectively.  The algorithm checks and rejects any candidate configuration 
with overlapped element airfoils geometries. 
 
We define an individual ( a multi airfoil configuration as a candidate solution)  as an object 
containing a vector of the 6 problem variables, a vector of strategy variances (σ) and rotation 
angles (α) for the evolution strategy:  
 
The encoding of the design variables is simply the vector: 
I=(x ,  σ , α )=((Δxf, Δyf , θf , Δxs, Δys , θs ),(  σ1, σ2 ,… ,  σN ),(  α1, α2 ,….,  αN(N-1)/2)) 
 
 
 
Figure 4:  Design variables for multi-element aerofoil optimisation. 
 
Fitness-Objective Functions 
The fitness functions are the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the surface pressure 
coefficients on all three elements. The problem is solved when the positive value of the fitness 
goes below a prescribed value ( epsilon= 10-4 for instance ).  
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Design Constraints 
The only constraints considered in this case is rejection of overlapped aerofoil geometries.  
 
Analysis Tools 
We utilise the Navier—Stokes solver NSC2KE software developed by B. Mohammadi [16]. 
NSC2KE is a Finite Volume Galerkin code that computes 2D and axi-symmetric flows with 
unstructured meshes and has the capabilities to simulate viscous or Euler flows but is restricted to 
Euler solutions in this application. 
Implementation –Design and Optimisation Rationale and Evaluation with EA Method 
The problem was implemented using the following optimisation evolutionary algorithm coupled 
with a Pareto game strategy:  
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Algorithm 1: Design Rationale for High-lift Aircraft System Optimisation. 
 
Details on the multi-fidelity-hierarchical tree are: (ES with CMA) on each node of the 
hierarchical tree with the following parameter settings for the EA and CFD solver:   
 
Layer 1: The population size is set to 40 and we use intermediate recombination between two 
parents. For the solver we use a fine mesh with a maximum of 12500 mesh vertices.  
 Layer 2: A population size of 20, discrete recombination used between two parents, and a 
maximum of 10000 mesh vertices. 
 
Optimisation Results and Post-Processing of Final Solutions –Cp Distribution Aerodynamic 
Performance. 
This case was run for 500 function evaluations of the head node, and took approximately six hours 
on a cluster of five machines with performances varying between 2.4 and 2.8 GHz. Figure 5 
shows a well—distributed Pareto front. In this case there we generate an unstructured mesh for 
every design candidate and no mesh adaptation is used.  
A comparison of the pressure distribution for the target and best fit found for objective one and 
objective two are shown in figures 6 and 7, respectively. Figures 8 to 13 compare Mach and 
pressure contours where we can see a good fit between the targets and optimal solutions.   This 
case illustrates the benefits of parallel computing and the capabilities of the method to find 
optimal shapes for inverse aerodynamic problems. Without any problem specific knowledge, 
HAPEA has captured the correct pressure distribution over a high lift aircraft system 
Define design variables x  parameters p , and constraints  iji ggpxDefineg ,,, :  
Define number of subpopulations (nodes) i , hierarchical levels and integrated analysis  kiDefinek , :  
for all levels initialize subpopulations   kn Analysis:,....,,, 0030201    
   Layer 1: Uses Type 1 integrated analysis:    101 : Analysisinit    
   Layer 2: Uses Type 2 integrated analysis:    20302 :, Analysisinit    
   Layer 3: Uses Type 3 integrated analysis:    306050403 :,,, Analysisinit   
loop 
while stopping condition not met,  
     Update the asynchronous solver. 
     if solved individuals are available: incorporate them. 
     if new individuals can be provided: generate them. 
     Evaluate candidate using specific integrated analysis   type:   igMg Analysisf :11     
     Get output analysis ia , parameters p , check constraints g and add 
…penalty:   penaltyf gMg   11    
       if Multi-objective:   Calculate Pareto fronts: Pareto  1   gMParetoFrontPareto     
       if epoch completed: 
   Start migration:   igigigi Analysismig kkk :1   
Layer 1: Receive best solutions from layer 2 reevaluate using Type 1 integrated   analysis:      1021 : ,, Analysisf kkkkk gogoggg    
Layer 2: Receive random solutions from layer 1 and best from layer 3 reevaluate them using   
type 2 integrated analysis:       22,12,12,16,45,32,10 : , , Analysisf kkkkkk gggggg     
Layer 3: Receive random solutions from layer 2 reevaluates them using type 3 integrated 
analysis       32,16,5,4,36,45,32,1 : , Analysisf kkkk gggg     
Loop 
Post-Processing: Post-process optimisation results and optimal high lift configurations,  (i.e.  Pareto 
fronts graphs, evolution progress, Cp distribution, mach contour, pressure contours for selected 
members of the Pareto front 
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configuration operating at different flow conditions.  
 
 
 
Figure 5: Pareto Front High Lift system design. 
 
 
Figure 6: Comparison of Pressure distributions – Target One and Best for Objective one. 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Comparison of Pressure distributions – Target Two and Best for Objective two. 
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Figure 8: Mach contours around target one. 
 
Figure 9: Mach contours around best for objective one. 
 
 
Figure 10: Mach contours around target two. 
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Figure 11: Mach contours around best for objective two. 
 
 
Figure 12: Pressure contours comparison around target one and best for objective one. 
 
 
Figure 13: Pressure contours comparison around target two and best for objective two. 
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There are difficulties in this test case with a Navier Stokes turbulent analysis tool in particular 
maintaining high quality of the mesh for all the candidate solutions with different flow features 
(thin merged boundary layers and separation) during the optimisation procedure. These difficulties 
should be mentioned in the chapter to the reader.  
4.2. Test Case 2: Mission path planning with Hybrid Game and NSGA-II comparison    
 
Hybrid-Game Applied To NSGA-II 
 
This method couples the concept of Nash-game and Pareto optimality to NSGA-II and hence it 
can simultaneously produce Nash-equilibrium and Pareto non-dominated solutions.  The Pareto 
solutions contain a set of possible trajectories whilst the Nash players have an optimal path each. 
The Hybrid-Game (as described in the notes of Part I) consists of  a coalition between Pareto  and 
Nash games using the same objective functions. Each Nash-Player has its own optimization 
criteria and uses its own strategy. A Nash-equilibrium is obtained when each Nash-Player cannot 
improve its objective. The companion Nash game algorithm maintains high level of elitist 
information or diversity (acting as a pre conditioner) within the search space which is highly 
beneficial to the Pareto optimizer ,  
 
In the context of path planning if the overall objective is to minimise the path distance between 
two points; start and target and target to start the optimization can be split in two with one player 
optimising the path: start to target and the other player optimising target to start. Note that the 
context of an evolutionary optimiser the paths start to target and target to start may be different as 
both players will be optimising with different set of populations and genetic material. In the 
context of Artificial Intelligent (AI) sampling, the UAV can sample air during flight or can be 
tasked to fly an optimal trajectory from the launching area (start) to the potentially infected area 
(target).  
 
The Hybrid Game strategy has been compared to other optimization methods in Reference 4. 
Results show that the Hybrid Game is capable of capturing global optimal solutions for very hard 
problems.  
 
Mission Path Planning 
 
 In this work, a we consider a UAS fitted with an air sampling device or spores trap will survey, 
monitor a mountainous area and avoid collision with known fixed obstacles from a start position 
to a target position or from a start point to a target point and to a different end point.  Results 
obtained by NSGA-II and Hybrid-Game will be compared in terms of solution quality and 
computational expense. 
 
3-D Terrain  
The terrain is represented by meshing three dimensional surfaces with obstacles and altitude 
constraints. There can be two types of terrain; the first is a short distance with a small number of 
obstacles and hazard zone as shown in Figure 14a and the second is a long distance terrain with a 
large number of obstacles as shown in Figure 14b. In this paper, long distance terrains are 
considered. 
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Figure 14a: Short distance terrain. 
 
 
Figure 14b: Long distance terrain. 
 
The example terrain is shown in Figure 15 where there are obstacles in 90% of the area to 
survey. The red square is the starting position and the blue square is the target position. This 
artificial terrain is randomly generated however it could represent some real geographical data. 
For the application considered in Section 4, a constraint is imposed on the UAV to fly below 60% 
of maximum altitude due to limitations in the air sampling/spores trap  or due to regulatory 
constraints as represented by the pink surface as shown in Figure 16.  
 
 
Figure 15: Baseline terrain with altitude constraints (Test 1). 
 
The UAV may be tasked to fly higher however the UAV may need to fly at lower altitudes due to; 
 
1. Air Traffic Control and separation. 
2. Sampling objectives cannot reach to high altitude. For instance, led will not be polluted 
upto 10,000 ft. 
 
Start Position 
(100,100,100) 
Target Position 
(1800,1800,100) 
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Therefore, to be a valid, collision free trajectory, the z coordinates of a candidate trajectory  
should be below this altitude constraint and should avoid obstacles in the x and y direction (Figure 
16). 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Baseline terrain with altitude constraints (Test 2). 
 
The test case considers minimization of two trajectories from the start position (900, 100, 150) to 
the target position (1800, 1800, 100) and then flying to the end position (100, 900,150). 
 
Collision-Free Trajectory 
 
The trajectory is generated using Bézier spline curves in three dimensional environment since 
the Bézier functions are useful in defining shapes and surfaces without sharp corners. The Bézier 
spline curves are computed from a parametric mathematical function which uses the control points 
(Pn) as parameters in terms of three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system i.e. (x, y, z). The start, 
target, end positions are fixed and the middle control points are variables. The coordinates of a 
trajectory are computed using equations 3, 4 and 5; 
 
    0 1 1
1 2
1 ... ...
n m
i j i j
i j
X t t x x t x x
 
           (3) 
    0 1 1
1 2
1 ... ...
n m
i j i j
i j
Y t t y y t y y
 
           (4) 
    0 1 1
1 2
1 ... ...
n m
i j i j
i j
Z t t z z t z z
 
           (5) 
 
where n is the number of coordinates points in the trajectory and m represents the number of 
control points  for Bézier spline curve. The parameter t is between 0 to 1 i.e t[0,1].  
Twenty two control points are considered to produce a detailed trajectory. The trajectory from 
the start position to the target position will be marked as a red line while a blue line will represent 
the trajectory from the target to the start position. 
 
The optimization consists of minimising the length of collision-free trajectories from the start to 
the target position and also the feasible return path to the start position or to an end position. The 
overall fitness function is therefore  
 
 min ( )Totalf length Path Penalty         (6) 
 
where a Penalty will be applied when the z-coordinates of trajectories is lower than the z-
coordinates of obstacles or higher than the altitude constraints. A penalty approach allows using 
good genetic material; part of a trajectory that may be optimal. Fitness function (6) represents the 
Target Position 
(1800,1800,100) 
Start Position 
(900,100,150) 
EndPosition 
(100,900,150) 
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minimization to a single single-objective problem; however, the problem can be modified as a 
multi-objective problem if we consider two objectives one to minimise the length of the start to 
target path and a second one to minimise the target to start trajectory. The start position is (100, 
100, 100) and the end position is (100, 900,150). 
The minimum distance; without constraints, is the straight line from the start position to the 
target position and back.  
 
Problem Formulation: 
 
The purpose of this test is to minimise the total trajectory length from the start position (900, 100, 
150) to the target position (1800, 1800, 100) and then to the end position (100, 900,150). This 
scenario occurs when we want to survey multiple fields.  
 
Definition of the EA Strategy: A Simple EA Single/Multi-objective EA, Parallel EA. 
 The fitness fuction is not computationally expsensve fora ground absed system but with the view 
of a further impele,ntation of andf ob bard path palnner we required fast EA optimiser. In this case 
we compare  a multi-objective EA (NSGA-II) and select the Hybrid approach:  
Design and Encoding of Design Variables 
The trajectory is generated using 20 control points for Start-Target and Target-Start. The y and z-
coordinates are variables (y  [0,2000], z  [0,300]) while the x-coordinates are predefined. 
 
Fitness-Objective Functions 
 
The fitness functions are; 
 
 1 min ( )S Tf length Path Penalty   
 2 min ( )T Ef length Path Penalty   
 
Subject to; 
z-coordinates < Altituderadar 
z-coordinates > AltitudeObstacles 
 
Stopping criteria; 
i ≥ PopTotal and Fi ≤ Pathmin+10% 
or ElapsTime ≥ 3 hours 
 
The test case considers the same stopping criteria but smaller population which is only 10 
members.  
Implementation –Design and Optimisation Rationale and Evaluation with EA Method 
 
The implementation is as described sin lecture notes 1 and in figure 17. 
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Figure 17: Algorithm for Hybrid-Game. 
 
 
Optimisation Results and Post-Processing of Final Solutions –Cp Distribution Aerodynamic 
Performance. 
 
Figures 18a -c show the trajectories obtained by NSGA-II. The red lines represent the trajectory 
from the start position to the target position while the blue lines are for the trajectory from the 
target to the end position. NSGA-II has failed to find collision-free trajectories for Start-Target 
and Target-End. It can be seen that the trajectories obtained by NSGA-II collide with a fixed 
obstacle (Section-A) near the target position as shown in Figure 18b -c. 
 
 
Figure 18a: Trajectories obtained by NSGA-II (Test2). 
 
 
Figure 18b: Collision to the obstacle (Section-A). 
 
Section-A
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Figure 18c: Zoomed Section-A (Figure 11b). 
 
Figures 19a and 19b show the collision-free trajectories obtained by Hybrid-Game. The average 
distance of trajectories of Hybrid-Game is 4,182 m which is only 8.6% longer than the minimum 
distance (Pathmin). 
 
 
Figure 19a: Trajectories obtained by Hybrid-Game on NSGA-II (Test 2). 
 
 
Figure 19b: Trajectories in another view point (Figure 19a). 
 
Once these collision-free trajectories are obtained the next task is to translate them as way points 
on the UAS autopilot. The optimal solutions are very important since they are not only 
representing the shortest distance path ways but also collision-free trajectories. 
 
                                 
4.3. Test Case 3: Uncertainty based Multi-Objective Design Optimisation using Advanced 
Evolutionary Algorithms 
This test case considers the wing aerofoil sections design optimisation of a generic Multi-
mission Maritime Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (MM-UAV) using the robust (uncertainty) design 
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method. Instead of designing a wing at a single design point, statistic formulation and designs 
models at slight off-sets operating conditions is used to provide aerodynamically stable models. 
 
Robust/Uncertainty Design 
 this section should be presented a s a reminder of robust design defined in Lecture notes 
Part I and then go to  
 
Jacques do  we leave this here ?  
 
Problem definition section  ! 
A robust design technique Uncertainty is considered to improve design quality of the 
physical model. A Taguchi - robust design approach is defined by using two statistical 
sampling formulas mean  and variance .  
 
f  1
K
f j
j1
K  
and 
 
 f  1
K 1 f j  fj1
K

  
Where k is the number of discret values of the uncrtain variable or parameter.  
 
The values obtained by above mean and variance definition represent the model quality in terms 
of the performance and stability/sensitivity at a set of variable design conditions. For instance, 
when uncertainty is applied to single-objective problem such as (f = min(CD)) for aerodynamic 
design optimisation, the problem can be modified as an uncertainty based multi-objective design 
problem as follows:  
 
 Split the objective/fitness function into mean ( DC ) and variance of drag coefficient ( DC ). 
 Apply Uncertainty design technique in operating conditions; Mach number at standard flight 
condition ( sM ) becomes a vector of flight conditions with offset step size (  ). 
 , ,s s sM M M M      
Consequently, the major role of uncertainty technique is to improve CD quality with low drag 
coefficient and drag sensitivity at uncertain flight conditions by computing mean and variance of 
criteria. Additional details on the uncertainty based technique can be found in the reference 32. 
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Problem Definition 
The problem initially considers a baseline wing design of a Maritime Mission-UAV (MM--
UAV) . The baseline design has a generic wing similar to the P-8A Poseidon (Anti-Submarine 
Warfare Aircraft) [26]. The wing specifications are obtained from reference [27]. The wing 
geometry parameters are indicated in table 3. The wing aspect ratio is 11.57, the inboard and 
outboard sweep angles are 34 and 21 respectively. The crank position 1 is where the nacelle is 
located and crank 2 is assumed the middle of outboard as shown Figure 20. The coordinates of the 
baseline aerofoil sections at four sections (root, crank1, crank2 and tip) are obtained from 
reference [28]. These aerofoils are used on a B737 which is of the size and has similar 
characteristics as the desired MM-UAV as shown figure 20. 
 
AR 
b
(m) 
1Crank
 
2Crank
 
1RC  12CC  2CT  1C
 
2C
 
T
 
Overall
11.57 34.32 28.12% 64.06% 34 21 21 0.60 0.41 0.22 6 
Table 3: UAV Wing configurations. 
 
 
Figure 20: Baseline wing geometry.  
 
Single-objective design optimisation 
 min Df C  at sM  
Uncertainty design technique 
Uncertainty based Single-criteria design optimisation  1 min Df C  and  2 min Df C  
 , ,s s sM M M M      
where Ms represents the standard design point. 
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Figure 21: Baseline aerofoil sections. 
 
A MM-UAV is a logistic long range aircraft with a mission profile illustrated in figure 22. The 
main objective is refuelling other aircraft or operating UAV. This allows extending the mission 
profile of the other aircraft or UAV. Initially, the MM-UCV climbs up to 41,000 ft then cruises 
close to the operating area at M = 0.82 and then transits to uncertain operating condition 
(
 
M  0.7 : 0.82  ). Once the mission is completed MM-UAV, cruises at M = 0.82 and returns 
to a predetermined location. 
 
 
Figure 22: Mission profile of MM-UAV. 
 
The aircraft maximum take-off weight is approximately 79,000 kg with max payload 20,240 
kg. The minimum lift coefficient requirement is 0.691 ( CLmin  0.691 ) (baseline design). The 
Breguet range equation (5) is considered to calculate the minimum lift to drag ratio; 
 
 
R  VgSFC
L
D



 ln
WInitial
WFinal




    R  VTSFC
L
D



 ln
WInitial
WFinal




 (5)
 
The range of baseline aircraft is 2,728 nm which requires a minimum lift to drag ratio of 8.46. 
This minimum L/D ratio is applied as one of inequality constraints; L D Min@ Ms  8.46  during 
the optimisation. (SFC: Specific fuel consumption)  
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Definition of the EA Strategy: A simple EA, single objective EA, Multi-objective EA, Parallel EA. 
The complexity, non-linearity and multi-objective characteristics of this problem make it 
suitable to be solved by an EA optimiser. The computational cost for uncertainty based design 
problem is expensive, in particular in industrial design environments. Therefore it is also desirable 
to use parallel computations and a multi-fidelity approach. In this case we want to use a multi-
objective parallel EA (MOPEA) and select the HAPMOEA approach which has all these 
capabilities. 
Design Variables 
Four aerofoils at root, crank1, crank2 and tip section are considered and illustrated in figures 
23a -d. For the thickness design bounds, 25% of chord is considered for the upper thickness 
bounds (blue triangles) and 10% for the lower bounds (red inverse triangles) [1] . For the mean 
line, the design bounds consider 5% of chord for upper (blue circles) and lower (red circles) 
bounds. The aerofoils between wing sections are interpolated by the analysis tool FLO22. 
 
      
        Figure 23a: Aerofoil at root section.                  Figure 23b: Aerofoil at root section.  
 
          
          Figure 23c: Aerofoil at root section.                   Figure 23d: Aerofoil at root section. 
 
Encoding of Design Variables-Shape Parameterisation 
We define an individual as an object containing a vector of the 88 problem variables (x) (11 
control points for mean line + 11 control points for thickness at each section) in total, a vector of 
strategy variances (σ) and rotation angles (α) for the evolution strategy. 
 
The encoding of the design variables is simply the vector: 
I=(x, σ, α)=((yM_Root, yT_Root , yM_Crank1, yT_Crank1, yM_Crank2, yT_Crank2, yM_Tip, yT_Tip), 
(σ1, σ2 ,… ,  σN ),(  α1, α2 ,….,  αN(N-1)/2)) 
 
where yM_ and yT_ represents a vector of mean and thickness control points. 
 
Fitness-Objective Functions 
The two fitness functions to be optimised; the first function is to minimise the mean (6) of 
inverse lift to drag ratio and the second is to minimise a variance (7) of lift to drag ratio at the 
variability of flight conditions. 
 
 
f1  min 1 L D 



 
1
K 1 / L Di  i1
K M i
2
MS
2                                     (6) 
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f2  min  1 L D 








 1
K 1  1 / L / Di 
Mi
2
MS
2 1 / (L / D)




2
i1
K                          (7) 
 
The variability of flight conditions are; 
 
 
Mi  0.8,0.81, MS  0.82,0.83,0.84   
where MS is the standard design point. 
 
Design Constraints  
In this test case, four geometrical and two aerodynamic constraints are considered. The aerofoil 
geometrical constraints are;  
0.12  
 
t c @25%Croot    0.24  for aerofoil at root section 
0.10  
 
t c @25%Ccrank1  0.20  for aerofoil at crank1 section 
0.08  
 
t c @40%Ccrank 2  0.15  for aerofoil at crank2 section 
0.08  
 
t c @40%Ccrank1  0.16  for aerofoil at tip section 
 
Two aerodynamic constraints are considered, one on minimum lift coefficient and one on lift 
to drag ratio at the standard flight conditions;
0.69 S C
, 
8. 6s
. 
Analysis Tools 
The aerodynamic characteristics of the candidate wings are evaluated using both MSES [5], 
FLO22 [29] and FRICTION [30] software. The potential flow solver used FLO22 is capable of 
analysing inviscid, isentropic, transonic shocked flow past 3D swept wing configurations. Friction 
drag is computed by utilising the FRICTION code which provides an estimate of the laminar and 
turbulent skin friction drag and is suitable for use in aircraft preliminary design. Details on the 
validation of FLO22 can be found in a previous work [31] of the authors where it is shown that 
results obtained by FLO22 are in good agreement with experimental data. 
Implementation - Design and Optimisation Rationale 
In designing a replacement aerofoil for this UAV platform, the following design factors are 
considered:  
      
 Maintain the external wing geometry so as to keep similar fuel tank of the baseline 
design; 
 Replacement of aerofoil sections at root, crank1, crank2 and tip; 
 Minimise mean and variance of inverse L/D with respect to the variability of flight 
conditions. 
 
The problem was implemented using the following optimisation evolutionary algorithm coupled 
with a Pareto game strategy 
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Algorithm 3: Design Rationale for Uncertainty based Multi-objective Design Optimisation. 
 
Details on the multi-fidelity –hierarchical tree are: (EA with CMA/Pareto tournament 
selection, Asynchronous Evaluation) on each node of the hierarchical tree with the following 
parameter settings for the EA and CFD solver:   
 
Layer 1 Population size of 10 and intermediate recombination 
Computational grid of 96   12   16 cells on the FLO22 solver 
Layer 2 Population size of 40 and intermediate recombination  
Computational grid of 68   12  16 cells on the FLO22 solver 
Layer 3 Population size of 60 and intermediate recombination  
Computational grid of 48   12   16 cells on the FLO22 solver 
Define design variables x , uncertainty design variables 'x , parameters p , and constraints c : 
  , ', ,Define x x p c  
Define number of subpopulations (nodes) i , hierarchical levels and integrated analysis k : 
  ,Define i k  
for all levels initialize subpopulations  0 0 0 00 1 2, , ,...., :n kAnalysis      
 for size of the uncertainty conditions ( 'x ) 
   Layer 1: Uses Type 1 integrated analysis:   00 1:init Analysis   
       Layer 2: Uses Type 2 integrated analysis:   0 01 2 2, :init Analysis    
 Layer 3: Uses Type 3 integrated analysis:   0 0 0 03 4 5 6 3, , , :init Analysis     
loop 
loop 
while stopping condition not met,  
     Update the asynchronous solver. 
     if solved individuals are available: incorporate them. 
     if new individuals can be provided: generate them. 
     for size of the uncertainty conditions ( 'x ) 
     Evaluate candidate quality using specific integrated analysis type:  1 1 :g gn n if Analysis    
loop 
    Get output analysis ia , parameters p , check constraints c and add penalty: 
 1 1g gn nf penalty      
    if Multi-objective:  calculate Pareto fronts: Pareto  1   gMParetoFrontPareto     
    if epoch completed: start migration operation:   igigigi Analysismig kkk :1   
Layer 1: Receive best solutions from layer 2 reevaluate using Type 1 integrated analysis: 
    0 1 2 1, ,  :k k k k kg g g g go of Analysis       
Layer 2: Receive random solutions from layer 1 and best from layer 3 reevaluate them using 
Type 2 integrated analysis:  
    1,2 0 1 3,4 2 5,6 1,2 1,2 2,  , ,  :k k k k k k k kg g g g g g g gf Analysis             
Layer 3: Receive random solutions from layer 2 reevaluates them using Type 3 integrated 
analysis:     3,4 1 5,6 2 3,4,5,6 3,4,5,6 3 ,  ,  :k k k k k kg g g g g gf Analysis          
loop 
    
Post-Processing: Post-process optimisation results and optimal aerofoil shapes (i.e.  Pareto fronts 
graphs, evolution progress, Cp distribution at the standard design point for each wing in the Pareto front, 
aerodynamic quality – ,  
QualityD D D Quality
C C C L D L D L D      - in terms of mean and 
variance for selected wings from the Pareto front. 
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Optimisation Results and Post-processing of Optimal Solutions  
The algorithm was allowed to run for approximately 1200 function evaluations and took 150 
hours on two 2.4 GHz processors. The resulting Pareto set is shown in figure 24 where it can be 
seen that the baseline and a single-objective result (without uncertainty design technique) from 
reference [32 and 33] are computed in terms of mean and variance of inverse lift to drag ratio. The 
Pareto front is zoomed in Section-A. The inverse triangle represents the best solution (Pareto 
member 1) for fitness function 1 while the triangle shows the best solution (Pareto member 10) for 
the fitness function 2. Red squares indicate compromised solutions (Pareto members 2, 3, 4 and 5). 
All Pareto (non-dominated) solutions produce lower mean and variance of inverse lift to drag ratio. 
All Pareto members provide improvement of both aerodynamic efficiency and stability subject to 
variability of the flight conditions.  
 
 
Figure 24: Pareto optimal fronts. 
 
Five Pareto members 2, 3, 4 and 5 are selected for further evaluation and Pareto member 4 and 
5 are compared to the baseline and single-objective solution (without uncertainty design technique 
[32]) in table 3. Pareto members 4 and 5 produce 27% improvement in mean inverse lift to drag 
ratio and lower sensitivity. Table 4 compares the drag coefficient at the standard design point. 
Pareto members 4 and 5 produce 28% lower drag when compared to the baseline design. 
 
Description Baseline Single-Optimal Pareto M4 Pareto M5 
 
1 L / D  0.1008 0.0824 (-18%) 0.0734 (-27%) 0.0735 (-27%) 
  1 / L / D   3.010-4 2.410-4 2.07810-4 2.07510-4 
 
CDTotal @ MS
 0.0695 0.0565 (-18.7%) 0.050 (-28%) 0.050 (-28%) 
Table 4: Comparison of the aerodynamic performance. 
 
Figures 25a -b compare the Mach sweep on the drag coefficient and the lift to drag ratio 
obtained by this uncertainty based approach, the single-objective and the baseline design. Both 
single-objective and uncertainty approaches give an improvement of the lift to drag ratio when 
compared to the baseline wing. The results obtained using uncertainty based designs gives better 
aerodynamic performance at all Mach numbers with less sensitivity. Table 5 compares the 
aerodynamic quality between Pareto members 4, 5, single-objective solution and the baseline 
Section-A 
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design. Pareto members 4 and 5 are more stable not only at standard design point but also at other 
flight conditions when compared to the single optimum and baseline designs. They also produce 
8,208 and 8,196 km range (R) these are about 35% increment in range compared to the baseline 
and 12% compared to the result obtained from the single-objective optimisation approach. The 
benefit of introducing an uncertainty based approach in the optimisation design process is clear.  
 
 
Figure 25a: CD vs. Mach. 
 
 
Figure 25b: L/D vs. Mach. 
 
Description Baseline Single Optimum Pareto M4 Pareto M5  /
 0.0703 0.0582 (-18%) 0.0532 (-24%) 0.0533 (-24%)  // 
 1.010-3 6.010-4 4.710-4 4.710-4 
Table 5: Comparison of the aerodynamic performance. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
These lecture notes presented the application of an evolutionary technique coupled with game 
strategies for conceptual and detailed design of UAV systems including also a new approach for 
the treatment of uncertainties in aerodynamic flight conditions. The method was also capable of 
identifying the trade-off between the objectives and multi-physics involved and provides classical 
aerodynamic shapes as well as alternative configurations from which the designer can choose. 
Further research considers the application of the framework for trajectory optimisation and 
U(C)AV/Civil Aircraft  multidisciplinary  design with uncertainties. 
 
As a perspective conclusion, the computation of detailed design test cases presented in these notes 
are still using  analysis solvers with intermediate flow modelling assumptions like Euler or Euler 
with boundary layers. Designing shapes or multi element airfoils position with Navier Stokes 
solvers with adapted unstructured meshes (necessary for complex configurations like wing-
fuselage-nacelle) require the mastering of two major difficulties: first maintaining mesh high 
quality during the optimisation procedure to avoid numerical errors from one candidate solution to 
another due to change of topology and variable number of nodes, and second keeping the cost of 
computation at a reasonable level using parallel environments like grids or supercomputing and 
Pareto-Nash game sratergies.  
These two major challenging difficulties are presently under development and remain a first 
priority interest to MDO industrial community. 
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